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Cosmology for Grand Unified Theories with Radiatively Induced Symmetry Breaking
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The treatment of first-order phase transitions for standard grand unified theories is
shown to break down for models with radiatively induced spontaneous symmetry breaking.
It is argued that proper analysis of these transitions which would take place in the early
history of the universe can lead to an explanation of the cosmological homogeneity, flat-
ness, and monopole puzzles.
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Hot big-bang cosmology depends upon special
conditions for the early universe to explain the
high degree of homogeneity (the "homogeneity
puzzle" )' and the nearly critical mass density
(the "flatness puzzle" )' found in the universe to-
day. In addition, it has been shown that in typi-
cal grand unified theories (GUT's) phase transi-
tions should occur in the early history of the uni-
verse which lead to many more magnetic mono-
poles being produced and surviving to the present
epoch than are consistent with experiment (the

!
"monopole puzzle" ).'

In this paper we will argue that first-order
phase transitions in a special class of GUT's—models in which the GUT symmetry is broken
by radiatively induced corrections to the tree ap-
proximation to the effective potential —can lead
to a solution to these and other cosmological puz-
zles. (Models with radiatively induced symme-
try breaking, a mechanism discovered by Cole-
man and Weinberg, 4 will be referred to as CW
models. ) In particular, we will present results
for the standard GUT with a finite-temperature
effective (scalar) potential:

Vr(y) = (2A —B)e'y' -Ay'+By ln(y'/v') + 18(T /m') f dxx'in(1 —exp[- (x'+ 25g'y'/8T')"']J,

where the adjoint Higgs field, 4, has been reex-
pressed as p (1,1, 1,—2, —2 ) (the fundamental
Higgs field will be irrelevant for this discussion);
g is the gauge coupling constant; o is chosen to
be 4.5x 10"GeV; B = 5625g /1024m', and A is a
free parameter. Equation (1) includes the one-
loop quantum and thermal corrections to the ef-
fective potential. For a CW model, the coeffi-
cient of the quadratic term, 2A —B, is set equal
to zero and the Higgs ma, ss is pygc~=2. 7X10'
GeV. We will also present results for non-CW
models in which 2A -B is small and therefore
the Higgs mass, m „, is such that 6„=QH'
—mc~ )/m&~ is small.

As for more general'GUT models, the process
of the first-order phase transition from the SU(5)
symmetric phase to the SU(3)%3SU(2)13U(l) sym-
meA"y-breaking phase for the CW model can be
understood by studying the shape of the effective
potential as a function of the scalar field for vari-
ous values of the temperature, as shown in Fig.
1. For temperatures above the critical tempera-
ture (TG„T) for the transition, the symmetric
phase (y =0) is the global stable minimum of the
effective potential. At T =T«~, the symmetric
phase and the symmetry-breaking phase have
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Effective potential vs p for various values
of T.

!equal energy densities. As the temperature
drops below T «T, the symmetric phase becomes
metastawe —it has a higher-energy density than
stable symmetry-breaking phase but a potential
barrier prevents it from becoming unstable.
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The decay of a metastable phase to a stable
phase has been compared to a classical nuclea-
tion process. At T &T«T there is a rate per unit
time per unit volume, I'(f), for producing finite-
sized fluctuations containing stable phase bub-
ble within the metastable system. Once pro-
duced, the bubbles grow, coaelesce and convert
the system to the stable phase. For cases where
the barrier is sufficiently large, Coleman' and
Linde' have found methods for computing I'(t) us-
ing a steepest descent (SD) approximation and
found it to be of the form Sexp[-Fz(T)/kT]. S
has the dimensions of (length) 4 and k is Boltz-
mann's constant. Fz(T) is the free energy asso-
ciated with the bubble computed by SD approxima-
tion to be the dominant path across the potential
barrier. For this SD bubble fluctuation, the val-
ue of (y) varies from y~ (on the stable-phase
side of the barrier) in the center of the bubble to
y =0 far from the bubble center. As T decreas-
es, I'(t) increases and pz/o decreases, where
y = 0 corresponds to the symmetry-breaking
minimum.

The maintenance of a-system in a metastable
phase during a first-order phase transition as T
s T«T continues to decrease is known as super-
cooling. For phase transitions in the early uni-
verse, Guth and Tye, ' taking into account the ex-
pansion of the universe, found the expression for
the fractional volume [p(T)] of the universe
which at temperature T has decayed to the stable
phase during supercooling. When p(T), which de-
pends upon I'(t), is of order unity, the decay is
said to be terminated.

Guth' recently suggested that supercooling of
first-order phase transitions of typical GUT mod-
els can lead to a solution of the cosmological puz-
zles. His idea was that the energy density of the
universe, p, during supercooling is dominated
(once T s TG»/10) by the p, =TG„T', the differ-
ence in energy density between the metastable
and stable phases. Then, p, can act as a cos-
mological constant in Einstein's equation for
standard cosmology described by a Robertson-
Walker metric:

R '
8m 8m

KJT
P P

I

where MP is the Planck mass. The result is ex-
ponential growth of the scale factor, R(t)-R,
x exp(t/t, „). If the growth is continued long
enough, each nearly homogeneous region of the
universe experiences an expansion which, Guth
showed, could explain the cosmological homoge-
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FIG. 2. E~(T)!&Tvs T. Curves terminate for p(T)
= l. EH = (MH~ —Mcg(9/MC~2.

neity, flatness, and monopole puzzles. The prob-
lem with Guth's scenario is that when this high
degree of expansion can be arranged in typical
GUT's (by adjusting free parameters) the rate of
expansion of the universe dominates the rate of
production and growth of bubbles; the bubbles
never coalesce to complete the transition. Since
our own universe exhibits the symmetry breaking
of the stable phase, it would have to lie within a
single, rare bubble, in which case it is difficult
to understand how the high entropy found in our
universe could have been generated. '

We claim that CW models and near-CW models
in which 6„&Vx 10 ' possess special properties
that result in completion of the transition to the
symmetry-breaking phase along with tremendous
expansion. Initially, the analysis of the super-
cooling for T & T «~ proceeds as in more gener-
al GUT models. However, as has been pointed
out previously, ' two important features must be
taken into account. Firstly, the GUT fine-struc-
ture constant, n (= ~ at T =TGUT), increases as
a function of temperature" until at T„=10 GeV,
it is of order unity and the one-loop approxima-
tion to Vr(q) is no longer valid. Secondly, the
prefactor in the expression for I'(t), S, is given
by T' for CW models since, near y=0, the only
parameter with the dimensions of length that af-
fects the barrier and, thus, the decay, is T '.'

When these features are taken into account in
the standard SD analysis, they combine to yield
the peculiar behavior for F~(T)/kT and p(T) that
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The curves for Fz(T)/kT
have been terminated at temperatures, T„,
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for which the fractional volume of stable phase,
p(T), is of order unity. For b, „&7.0x 10 ',
F&(T„, )/kT„, is large, but there is insuffi-
cient expansion to solve the cosmological puz-
zles.

For smaller values of 6„, including CW mod-
els where 6„=0, F~(T„, )/kT„, is of order
unity or less, values which are too small to trust
the SD approximation. The value of the tempera-
ture for which the SD approximation fails, T»,
is a function of A„and is roughly 10' GeV for 6„
= 0. T so is larger than T~ in all cases though,
so that one can discuss the breakdown of the SD
approximation while still considering only the
one-loop approximation to the effective potential,
Eq. (1).

For the CW and near-CW models, the fact that
T reaches T» before the completion of the tran-
sition means that many other types of fluctuations
(i.e., paths across the barrier) besides the SD

bubble become important. The effect of the bar-
rier becomes negligible. The system (the uni-
verse) can be thought of as balancing at a point of

unstable (not metastable) equilibrium near y = 0.
Thermal fluctuations drive different regions of
the universe away from the SU(5) symmetric
phase but towards different symmetry-breaking
minima. Since T is the only dimensional param-
eter relevant for the fluctuations, the average
size of a fluctuation region should be of order
T ' and the (roughly constant) value of (q) within

a fluctuation region is of order T.
Even though (y) -T corresponds to a point of

the effective potential on the stable-phase side of
the barrier, slightly to the right of the barrier in
Fig. 1, a crucial feature of CW models and near-
CW models is that the effective potential is ex-
tremely flat from y =0 up to value of y-T«T.
Thus, even though each fluctuation region has a
value of y that corresponds to a point of classi-
cal instability for the effective potential, the mo-
tion of y towards the stable-phase minimum is
characterized by a time constant ~ that can be
very large. Since y within each fluctuation is of
order T» «T G», the energy density within each
fluctuation region is still roughly constant -T«~ .
As a result, as concluded independently by Linde, "
exponential expansion in which y has a value
much less than TG„T continues for a time 7.

We have determined an estimate of 7 by con-
sidering the evolution according to the classical
field equations of a state with (y) = T throughout
space (presumably a similar method to what was
used in Ref. 11) for a range of temperatures for

TABLE I. Fluctuation radius vs 1'.

T
(Gev)

R~ (flat)
(cm)

BU (exp) AU(AH = 3.6x 1Q )
(cm) (cm)

4.5x 1Q6

4.5x 1Q?

1x 1p8
3x 108

4.5x 10
4.5x 109

108'
1P- 4.6

10-"
10-19
10-20

]p 23

)& 1p4?0
1p4?0

1p98
10-4.4
1p- 13

1p 23
] p ? 2

]p 23

fluctuation production. We found T for CW models
to be large compared to t,~. This means that
each fluctuation region undergoes many e foldings
in spatial expansion before (y) changes apprecia-
bly. Multiplying the scale factor after time ~ by
the average size of the initial fluctuation region
(the size of an SD bubble was used for T&TsD) we
obtain the size of the fluctuation region, RU, at
time v, after which (p) -v and the exponential
expansion ceases. In Table I are shown the re-
sults for this computation for a range of temper-
atures. Column 2 shows RU(flat) computed with
use of the ordinary Klein-Gordon equation. Col-
umn 3 shows RU(exp) derived by using the same
equation with an extra drag term (SRy/R) in-
cluded to account for the time dependence of the
scale factor. " Column 4 shows RU for 6„=3.6
x10 ", where the time dependence of the scale
factor has been included. For this value of 6„,
the barrier disappears at T = 3.7 x 10' GeV and
the maximum value that R~ can achieve is 10~~
cm. Since the observed universe, according to
the standard model, had a radius of -1 cm for
T=10"GeV, the choice of A„must be tuned to a
value less than 3.6&10 " in order for the ob-
served universe to fit inside a single fluctuation
region. Similarly, we have shown that if our sca-
lar field couples to the curvature through a term
ACE' (C=curvature), ~5 ~

must be (10 '. Please
note, we have treated this calculation as if it
were in flat space; curvature effects will be dis-
cussed in future publications. "

The result is that the size of a fluctuation re-
gion once T& Tso and the SD approximation breaks
down is much greater than the size of our present
observed universe (10"cm). If one considers the
"observed universe" as lying within such a fluc-
tuation region of the "total universe" the special
conditions of hot big-bang cosmology can be sat-
isfied. Because the observed universe would be
only a small portion of the total universe result-
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ing from the extreme expansion of a small homo-
geneous region, the homogeneity puzzle is solved.
The exponentially large value of scale factor
accounts for the flatness puzzle. ' Because (p)
=const over a fluctuation region, there is no rea-
son to expect to find any monopoles (beyond a
small thermally produced number) in the observed
universe. Even though there is a discrete sym-
metry (p-- q&) in the theory, the distance be-
tween domain walls (separating regions with (y)
of opposite sign) produced in the transition should
be greater than 10"cm, and hence, unobservable.
The potential energy stored in the scalar field is
eventually converted to thermal energy, "thus
producing a sizable entropy density inside each
region. Thus, it appears that all the fundamental
cosmological puzzles are solved.

A more complete discussion of these results"
and an analysis of how a fluctuation evolves to
thermal equilibrium and produces baryon asym-
metry" will appear in forthcoming publications.
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